
Professional
Applicator

Instructions

General
Which Tip to use?

 NO TIP (BEST)
By removing either/ both tips, the applicator can project
stream of cleaner up to 25 feet
(Distance varies based water pressure / PSI, effected by hose
diameter, household pressure, roof pitch and height )

 Deflector tip
Close up spray approx 3 ft width and 3ft out

 Foam Wand
Not used with Cleaner Today products,
but can be used with a foaming car wash soap

Professional Applicator makes it easy to apply:
Roof QSE, Roof OX and Roof Armor
from a distance with your garden hose.

Detailed Assembly and mix ratio instructions are
included on the white sprayer instruction page.

Unfold for Directions

Roof QSE Roof Armor Roof OX
Mixing Roof Armor :

 Roof Armor Treatment powered by:
MoldSTAT Plus

 Mold STAT plus is packaged in either
a 16oz dispenser or 1 Gallon Jug.

 Add 16oz or 2 cups of MoldSTAT Plus
to spray jar

 Add 24oz or 3 cups water to spray jar

Spraying Roof Armor :
 Set Dial to “B” (2oz / gallon)
 Attach to hose, remove applicator tip

for long range stream
 Soak roof ensuring that that every

area is treated (wet)
 Makes 20 gal / covers 3000 sq ft

Rinsing:
 Rising is not required
 Treatment prevents the formation of

roof stains for 12 - 15 months

Roof Armor Treatment
Every 12 months

Mixing Roof QSE:

 Use Gloves and Face Protection
 Fill 1/3 of spray jar with water
 Add contents of 1 (one)

QSE EZ-Pouch while stirring
 Mix until dissolved
 Spray jar will become HOT, this is

normal, the cleaner releases heat
 Fill with water to top of jar
 Attach applicator to jar, then to hose
 Set applicator dial to ‘E’ (12oz / gal)
 Continue with ‘APPLY’ step on BLUE

Roof QSE instructions

Notes regarding Roof QSE:
 Handle carefully, cleaner is

HIGHLY concentrated in jar

 Cleaner will dispense about 7
minutes before jar is empty, this
should be used to cover 750 sq ft

 If cleaner is not dispensing, shake
spray jar, un-dissolved cleaner may
block the siphon tube

Mixing Roof OX:

 Use Gloves
 Fill 1/3 of spray jar with HOT water
 Slowly stir in  contents of

1 (one) OX EZ-Pouch
 Jar will foam during this time, as

water activates the oxygen reaction
 Fill remainder of jar with HOT water
 Wait 5 minutes for activation
 Attach applicator to jar, then to hose

 Set applicator dial to ‘E’ (12oz / gal)

 Continue with ‘APPLY’ step on
Roof OX  instructions

Notes regarding Roof OX:
 Dispensing the cleaner will take ap-

prox 7 minutes, you should cover a
325 sq ft area in this time

 If cleaner is not dispensing, shake
spray jar, un-dissolved cleaner may
block siphon tube

Tips / Hints
 USE Roof Armor every year to prevent stains

if you purchased the Clean Roof Forever bundle,
follow tan Roof Armor Treatment instructions

 If you do not have Roof Armor Treatment,
it’s not too late!  Apply anytime with 12 months

 Practice spraying with plain water before using the
cleaner, practice can help avoid wasting the cleaner

 BEST results are from applying and rinsing from the roof

 Good results can be obtained from the gutter line, but
heavy stains will longer to fade

 Never spray from the ground, the roof cleaners may
land on unintended surfaces

Reorder - Questions? - Send a Photo
CleanerToday.com/QR-app or            SCAN


